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queen: greatest hits was queen's first compilation album, released in november 1978 by emi
records. the album was produced by reinhold mack, whose sole credit on the album was an
incidental note at the beginning of the track list: "special thanks to my friend and long time

producer, reinhold mack, who did a great job on these tracks." mack, a long-time friend of queen's
manager peter grant, had produced all of their previous recordings. continue reading queen greatest
hits (1978) [cd-quality + hi-res vinyl rip] armed with a band-wide creative renaissance in the wake of
1980s flop hot space, queen embarked on a string of major stadium shows and festival performances

over the course of the next three years, concluding with the bands triumphant return to new york
city on the strength of the singles and album the game. the first tour and the first headlining set of

the tour were recorded for posterity. the complete shows are collected here on the live album, live at
the game. from the opening notes of i want it all, the band and audience alike were perfectly in sync.

the audience is treated to a rare glimpse of the sheer energy that these guys and this band
generated when they played the big arenas. a song this good deserved a big stage. while 1977s a

day at the races was ostensibly a flop, it wasnt as bad a flop as the band thought it was. news of the
world would be the only release from the album, and the album would become its own special kind
of compendium, a safekeeping of the bands commercial and creative renaissance from the days of
hard rock and the first great album. the album, recorded in july 1976 in munich, was issued three

years after the band had broken up and was decidedly commercial. by the time it was remixed and
reissued on cd in 1993, the album had aged poorly, yet the band, and the songwriting and recording

of the album were vastly improved in the process. the album, titled a day at the races, was not a
flop, but its album cover, a starkly beautiful shot of the band in motion on a harnessed horse, was a
catastrophe that would keep the album from being a hit. the band was forced to reshoot the cover,
resulting in a new cover that was the opposite of the first. the album was not a flop, but a rarity: a

logical successor to a night at the opera but not a direct follow up. yet, queen brought the album out
the same year they released a night at the opera, and it was a complete success for the band. by the
time of the release of a day at the races, the band had two of their biggest hits, and the album didnt
have a single bad song on it. the album is a good example of queen treading water for a few years,

until the band had created a formula and perfected it to a level of sophistication that would be
impossible to replicate again. so, this album isnt a flop, per se, but it is a critical disappointment, for
reasons that are not because of the songs on the album. continue reading queen a day at the races

(1976) [blu-ray + hi-res]
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a bit like the kinks, the early sixties folk/rock
'queen' featured quirky instrumentation and
a glorious amalgamation of styles. but unlike
the kinks, the 'queen' didn't have the same

staying power. the initial success was
incredibly short-lived. four decades later,
queen's former drummer, roger taylor, is
back at it again, with his new side project,
queen + adam lambert. adam lambert has
been working with queen since 2013, and it
seems he will continue for at least another
two years. lambert recently told billboard, 'i

love the magic that we have and the
chemistry we have and how we inspire

people and make them feel like they belong
to something. it's quite an amazing gift to

give people. i think that's why i've been able
to work with queen so long. it's been a very

good partnership. we share the same
passion for music and our art, and i'm really

proud of what we've created together, so
hopefully we'll keep doing it for a long time.'
the british rock band is currently recording
new material for their ninth studio album,
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which is set to drop in march next year. he
continues, 'i haven't really toured since we
did that [the game of love]. it was a great

tour, and it was a great time, but i'm always
interested in knowing what's going on in the
world, and it's not a band i really get to hang

out with.' born in memphis, tennessee on
july 25, 1945, aretha franklin is considered
one of the greatest singers in the history of
music. in her career, franklin has sold more
than 70 million records worldwide and has
won eight grammy awards. a consummate
performer with immense talent, franklin is
one of the most popular artists in music
history. continue reading aretha franklin:

aretha franklin - greatest hits (2019) [blu-ray
+ hi-res] 5ec8ef588b
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